NWSGC POSITION STATEMENT ON HELICOPTER-SUPPORTED RECREATION AND MOUNTAIN GOATS

Introduction:


Population and/or fitness-enhancing behaviors such as feeding, parental care, and mating may be detrimentally impacted in response to repeated helicopter disturbance, even when overt reactions to disturbance are not visible (Bunnell and Harestad 1989, Gill and Sutherland 2000, Frid and Dill 2002). Significant effects on reproduction, survival, and population persistence may occur. Increased vigilance resulting from disturbance may reduce the physiological fitness of disturbed animals by increasing stress, increasing locomotion costs (particularly during winters with severe snow conditions), and by reducing time spent in necessary behavior such as foraging or ruminating (Frid 2002). Physiological responses (e.g., elevated heart rates) to disturbance may not be directly reflected in overt behaviors, (Macarthur et al. 1982, Stemp et al. 1983, Harlow et al. 1986, Chabot 1991), but are nonetheless costly to individual animals, and ultimately, to populations.

Although the short-term behavioral responses of mountain goats to helicopter activity have been documented, longer-term habitat use and demographic consequences of disturbance remain poorly understood. Our recommendations are aimed at minimizing short-term behavioral disruptions that we believe are correlated with longer-term impacts. Research to date has not clearly identified thresholds of disturbance that trigger unacceptable responses; as a result, approach distances and other specific mitigation measures are precautionary recommendations.

Management recommendations:

Exclusion zones/avoidance:
Habitat segregation is typical of many ungulate species (Main et al. 1996), including mountain goats. During spring/summer/fall periods, adult male goats occupy habitats other than those occupied by nanny-juvenile (“nursery”) groups (Geist 1964, Foster 1982, Risenhoover and Bailey 1982), with nursery groups typically occupying habitats more favorable for survival and reproduction (Fournier and Festa-Bianchet 1995). Adult female mountain goats have heightened sensitivity to disturbances during kidding and post-kidding periods (Penner 1988). Mountain goats are known to have a lower recruitment rate, compared to other ungulates (Bailey 1991, Festa-Bianchet et al. 1993). The health of mountain goat nursery groups provides obvious contributions to the reproductive success and survivorship of goat populations. Due to
the sensitivity of adult female mountain goats to disturbance, and the importance of this age/sex class to
the persistence of local goat populations, restrictions on late spring and early summer helicopter activities
should focus on areas occupied or likely to be occupied by nursery groups. The very activities that serve
to document use are, in themselves, disruptive to mountain goats. However, documentation of crucial
winter habitat use by mountain goats is essential to identify and conserve those important winter ranges,
particularly in coastal mountain ranges where deep snows are typical.

**Recommendation:**

*Helicopter avoidance should focus on those areas identified as crucial winter range, and those areas
occupied or highly suspected as used by nursery groups. Particular attention should be given to
helicopter activities during identified pre-kidding, kidding, and post-kidding periods; such restrictions
require identification and mapping of mountain goat habitats and identifying exclusion zones prior to
the issuance of annual or multi-year heli-recreation special use permits.*

**Distance from occupied habitats:**

Behavioral responses to helicopter activity have been documented at distances of up to 2 km for mountain
goats and other ungulate species (Côté 1996, Frid 2003, Gordon 2003). Recent studies have shown that
short-term behavioral responses of mountain goats increase as helicopters approach within approximately
1.5 km of mountain goats. It must be noted, however, that minimum distance needed is modified strongly
by topography and the amount of cliff cover/escape terrain available; increased buffer distances may be
needed in more rolling terrain with less cliff cover, or in very narrow canyons/valleys.

**Recommendation:**

*Helicopter activity should not occur within 1.5 km of occupied/suspected nursery group or crucial
winter range habitats during critical periods.*

**Timing of activities:**

Winter is of particular concern for management of disturbance stimuli. Winter is a period of severe
nutritional deprivation for mountain goats (Chadwick 1983, Fox et al.1989, Shackleton 1999). Periods of
deep snow can reduce food availability and dramatically increase locomotion costs (Dailey and Hobbs
1989). In winter, mountain goats are known to be relatively immobile (i.e., movements not exceeding
50m/hour) (Keim 2003), to occupy small (<4km²) and specific habitat areas (Keim 2003, Schoen and
Kirkoff 1982, Smith 1982), and to have high rates (>0.66) of winter home range fidelity (Keim 2003,
Schoen and Kirkoff 1982). Selection of small, isolated winter habitats by goats may become compromised if management of helicopter-recreation activity neglects to consider winter mountain goat
habitats and the needs of wintering goats. It is imperative that management of activities such as
helicopter-skiing address and acknowledge the potential effects on mountain goat populations, through
development of enforceable mitigation strategies.

**Recommendation:**

*Helicopter activity should not occur on or near occupied winter ranges between November 15-April 30
each year. Helicopter activity should not occur on or near occupied or suspected nursery group
habitats between May 1-June 15 each year. Mountain goat winter and kidding distribution and habitat
selection should be known and mapped prior to issuance of annual or multi-year heli-recreation
special use permits.*

**Helicopter approach vectors:**

The rate and horizontal distance of helicopter approach vectors affect the degree of overt disturbance to
ungulates. The degree of overt disturbance also varies, according to the availability of escape terrain and
topography (Frid 2003, Wilson and Shackleton 2000). Additional research should be directed at
identifying and documenting best management practices for mitigating approach vectors.
Recommendation:
Vertical and horizontal approach vectors should be considered when developing mitigation strategies. Strategies should also consider local conditions including refuge availability, topography, and amount and distribution of cliff cover suitable as escape terrain.

Habituation/Sensitization:
Animals may not be able to habituate to disturbance stress when disturbance is irregular and unpredictable (Bergerud 1978, Risenhoover and Bailey 1982, Penner 1988). Frid (2003) found that the proportion of Dall’s sheep fleeing did not decrease with the number of cumulative weeks of disturbance. Habituation to disturbance stimuli often is partial or negligible, and habituation to strong disturbance stimuli may only partially occur (Bleich et al. 1994, Steidl and Anthony 2000, Frid 2003). Flight-initiation distance or vigilance might actually increase with repeated exposure to non-lethal stimulus if the stimulus is sufficiently adverse, resulting in sensitization to disturbance stimuli, the opposite of a habituation response (Frid and Dill 2002).

Recommendation:
It is inappropriate to assume that habituation of mountain goats to helicopter disturbance will occur over time. Reluctance to flee should not be perceived as habituation; numerous physiological responses occur, even in the absence of overt behavioral responses. All helicopter flights over or near crucial mountain goat habitat should be considered harmful to mountain goats populations, based on current knowledge. Additional research on the long-term behavioral effects of helicopters on mountain goats should be undertaken. Establishment of a cross-jurisdictional Research Steering Committee comprised of state and provincial government and non-government/academic experts is recommended. To enable such behavioral research to occur, spatially explicit control areas should be designated in which no helicopter-supported recreation term permits are issued.

Monitoring/Enforcement
Additional monitoring of the medium and long-term effects of helicopter activity on mountain goats is needed (Wilson and Shackleton 2000). Comprehensive, long-term land use and resource management plans, as well as project-specific activity plans, need to incorporate strategies and mitigation to protect and conserve critical mountain goat habitats, while still allowing commercial activities to occur, where appropriate. These plans need to thoroughly address helicopter-supported recreation effects on wildlife populations, both short and long term. These plans should identify research needed, cite pertinent existing research from other areas, and base helicopter-activity management on the best available scientific information. Enforcement of existing terms and conditions in special use permits should occur. If lacking, those terms and conditions, along with appropriate sanctions, should be developed for inclusion in activity/operating plans.

Recommendation:
Long-term monitoring is essential. If baseline data on mountain goat numbers, distribution, and seasonal habitat selection are lacking, steps should be taken to obtain those data. Monitoring should include both compliance with, and evaluation of the effectiveness of, mitigation strategies and exclusion zones. Long-term monitoring of mountain goat population performance is needed. Control areas to facilitate future behavioral research should be maintained, in which commercial helicopter activity is not permitted. Term permits should include enforceable provisions to address cases of non-compliance. Provisions should be included to modify permitted areas or conditions, based on new information, in an adaptive management approach. Permit fees should be adequate enough and used to conduct the monitoring and baseline data collection to manage these activities. Permitting of helicopter-supported recreation, especially in new areas, should not occur until managers have the
ability, funding, and mechanism to collect adequate population demographic and habitat use data, to properly manage, mitigate, and monitor this activity.
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